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Abstract: In this paper analyses the characteristic of EM waves propagation in structured environment to 
identify the signal interference by the structure, and suggests the EM waves attenuation model considering 
the distance and penetration loss by the structure. The range sensor based on electromagnetic(EM) waves 
attenuation along to the distance showed the precise distance estimation with high resolution depending on 
the distance. However, it is hard to use in structured environments due to the lack of consideration of the 
EM waves attenuation characteristics in the structured underwater environment. In this paper, EM waves 
propagation characteristic and signal interference effects by the structures were analyzed, and the EM waves 
distance-attenuation model in structured environment was suggested with sensor installation guideline. The EM 
waves propagation characteristics and proposed sensor model were verified by the several experiments, and the 
localization result in structured environment showed the more reliable performance.
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1. Introduction12

With increasing underwater infrastructures such as offshore plant and offshore wind power, many studies13

about unmanned underwater vehicles (UUV) are recently started to maintain underwater structures. There have14

been many researched for the underwater localization, which is essential for the UUV perception in underwater15

environment[1,2].16

For all that, the sensor for underwater localization is conventionally limited to acoustic sensors, since17

the sonar sensor has a long range and reliable operation underwater environments. However, sonar does not18

guarantee a performance in complicated structured environments due to the multi-path effect and diffraction19

scattering. Moreover, by increasing the underwater structures, many applications need precise position estimation20

in complicated structured environments such as offshore plant and docking structure [3–7]. Therefore, an21

alternative sensor to use in underwater structure environments is required.22

To overcome the aforementioned problems, we suggest a method of estimating locations using the23

electromagnetic(EM) waves attenuation characteristics along the distance. The proposed sensor showed very24

precise distance estimation with high resolution depending on the distance. Also, EM waves propagate much25

faster than do sound waves, so use of EM can achieve a high sampling rate; this characteristic can be exploited26

for use in dynamic object tracking[8–11].27

However, it is difficult to use the proposed localization system in real applications due to the lack of28

consideration of the EM waves attenuation characteristics in the structured underwater environment. The previous29

works were only considered the received signal strength(RSS) of EM waves in lossy medium, and verified30

accuracy in an ideal condition. But most underwater positioning applications and sensor installation conditions31

are focused on the complex and structured environments. Therefore, the analysis of EM waves propagation near32

the some objects are needed to use the EM waves attenuation sensor near the structured environments.33

In this paper, EM waves propagation characteristic and signal interference effects by the structures were34

analyzed. The Fresnel zone and near-field were considered as the distortion criterion, and were verified the35
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Figure 1. Conceptional diagram of biased localization result caused by some structure. The structure brings
about additional EM waves attenuation and it functions as additional distance gap between nodes.

several interferences in water medium by the feasibility tests. Based on these analyses and experiments, the EM36

waves distance-attenuation model in structured environment was suggested with sensor installation guideline.37

This paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the previous works for underwater range sensor38

model in ideal condition and model parameter estimation scheme in infrastructure-based localization system.39

Then, the theoretical analysis of EM waves interference near objects derived in section III. The underwater EM40

waves propagation characteristics is verified with several experiments in section IV. The signal loss due to an41

object penetration is considered as the attenuation attenuation model in structured environments in section V.42

Section VI shows the proposed sensor model performance by comparing the estimated sensor parameter and43

2D localization in structure environment. Finally, section VII presents the summary, conclusion, and outline for44

future work.45

2. Derivation of Underwater Sensor Model and Model Parameter Estimation46

2.1. Underwater range sensor model47

An EM waves attenuation according to the distance is affected by antenna shapes, frequency and medium48

properties. Fortunately, the medium attenuation can be leaved out of consideration in air condition because49

it is very small enough to omit. So we can only consider the energy diffusion as a function of distance by50

using Friis-Shelkunoff formula[12]. However, in other mediums such as water or oil with large attenuation,51

the Friis-Shelkunoff formula is not enough to calculate the distance. For this reason, an additional formula52

that accounts for the media properties, attenuation and absorption, is needed. Therefore we proposed the novel53

underwater sensor model combining both energy diffusion and energy absorption by the medium.54

2.1.1. Friis-Shelkunoff Formula55

The Friis-Shelkunoff formula is a basic antenna theory which calculates the separation distance R between56

a transmission antenna with GT and a receiving antenna with gain GR for an EM waves with frequency f . Due to57

the low attenuation of EM waves in the air, the attenuation is assumed to be zero.58

If the antennas are aligned and the distance R exceeds the near field distance(Rn =
L2

λ
, where L is the

maximum dimension of the distance), the relationship between the received signal power PR and distance R is
given by the Friis-Shelkunoff formula:

PR =
PT GT GRλ 2

(4πR)2 [mW] (1)
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2.1.2. Attenuation Constant59

Generally, the power attenuation by medium as a function of distance can be expressed by an attenuation60

constant of the plane wave equation [13].61

In the plane wave equation, PR is described by PT , R, and the attenuation coefficient α as

PR = PT e−2αR[mW] (2)

where, α is the real part of the propagation constant γ .62

2.1.3. Propagation Formula for a Lossy Medium63

To acquire the RSS for a specific medium for a given distance, we should consider the properties of both the64

antenna and medium simultaneously. Assuming that the antennas radiate a wave which diverges approximately65

spherically in the far field area, and propagate with the plane wave in the medium, we estimate the combined66

formula for EM waves.67

By considering both the transmission power and the properties of the EM waves, we combine the attenuation
constant, Eq. (2) and the Friis-Shelkunoff formula, Eq. (1), resulting in

PR =
PT GT GRλ 2

(4πR)2 e−2Rα [mW] (3)

The above equation is rearranged and simplified as follows:

PR =
e−2αR

R2 × c (4)

where c is the constant term which is not influenced by R. To change the unit to dB, we take the logarithm of
both sides:

10 log10 PR = −20log10 R−20αR log10 e+ 10log10 c (5)

By replacing the transfer power 10log10 PR, 10 log10 PT , 10 log10 c with the new log-scale constant RSS (or SR),
ST and C, the following RSS equation with distance can be modeled as follows:

RSS = −20log10 R−20Rα log10 e+C[dBm] (6)

C = 20log10
λ

4π
+ 10log10 GT + ST + 10log10 GR (7)

As shown in Eq. (6), the RSS of the underwater EM waves is calculated as the sum of logarithmic and linear68

functions of R and the constant term [8,11].69

2.2. Sensor Model Calibration as Parameter Estimation70

Generally, it is difficult to exactly calculate the constant term C and the attenuation constant α because71

each parameter is affected by many environmental conditions (antenna im-pedance mismatch caused by the72

medium, environmental effects not modeled, noise, etc.) and medium properties (conductivity, permeability,73

permittivity). Moreover, it is necessary to measure the parameters of the sensor periodically, because the ratio74

of EM waves attenuation can continuously change. However, it is not only very difficult to periodically check75

the many parameters but also additional equipments are necessary for the task, further complicating the process.76

Fortunately, if the localization system has anchor node more than three, we can conduct a parameter estimation77

using the characteristics of the localization system.78

Almost all RSS-based localization systems rely heavily on anchor nodes on an infrastructure environment,
as shown in Fig. 2. The anchor nodes (1,2, · · · , i, j) provide known positions and distances. By plugging in
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Figure 2. Conceptual diagram of parameter estimation using the anchor node information. Using the estimated
value RSSn at the reference distance Rn, a user can determine C and α . However, if structure exists between
anchor nodes such as anchor node1 and anchor node3, it bring about the uncertainty of parameter estimation due
to an additional loss (Lob j).

our RSS estimates (RSS12, RSS13, · · · , RSSi j) and their known distances (R12, R13, · · · , Ri j) into Eq. (6), we can
estimate the parameter α and C estimation using input / output mapping as the follows:

RSS12 = −20log10 R12 −20R12α log10 e+C

RSS13 = −20log10 R13 −20R13α log10 e+C

...

RSSi j = −20log10 Ri j −20Ri jα log10 e+C

(8)

Therefore, we can easily approximate the attenuation factor α and the constant term C using a least square79

method.80

However, if structure exists between anchor nodes during the parameter estimation, it bring about the81

uncertainty of parameter estimation results. Therefore, sensor network must be maintained an open space82

condition during calibration scheme.83

3. Analysis of EM Waves Interference Near Objects84

Generally, the propagation characteristics of EM waves are considered as radiating into an unbounded85

medium. However, the presence of a structure, especially when it is near the radiating element, can significantly86

alter the overall radiation properties of the antenna system. In fact, in most cases, structures exist in the87

propagation path of EM waves (even in the absence of anything else, is the ground). Therefore, it is very88

important to understand the environmental influence between the paths of electromagnetic waves propagation.89

However, it is very difficult problem estimate the energy loss by these interferences. The interference can90

be classified into penetration, deflection and diffraction, which are affected by the object’s characteristics such91

as radius, thickness, material property, shape and so on. So, if a EM waves energy loss model can be offered92

with all of these characteristics, it is a convenient way to estimate an additional attenuation power. However,93

that model not only is infeasible approach that measures all characteristics, it has also large computation loads.94

Moreover, it is hard to measure the variable factors depend on the mobile node conditions such as incidence95

angle and surface roughness. Therefore, it is important to minimize the effects of the objects thorough EM waves96

propagation analysis and to design the additional loss model for most important (most influential and measurable)97

interference.98
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3.1. Fresnel zone in water condition99

The EM waves propagation may be interrupted by objects when the they exists between transceivers, and100

it causes a phase shift of the electromagnetic waves. These phase shift effect can not be measured exactly.101

Alternatively, the effects of interference can be checked using Fresnel zone which be used to analyze interference102

by objects near the path of EM waves.103

The general equation for calculating the Fresnel zone radius is the following [14]:

Figure 3. Conceptional diagram of Fresnel zone. The Fresnel zone means the EM Waves interference region by
some objects between transmitter and receiver.

104

Fn =

√
nλd1d2

d1 + d2
. (9)

where λ is the wavelength of EM waves, n is the order of Fresnel zone, and d1, d2 are the distance between an105

object and node in Fig. 3.106

where λ is the wavelength of EM waves, n is the order of Fresnel zone, and d1, d2 are the distance between107

an object and node in Fig. 3. EM waves interference by objects decreases dramatically as the order of Fresnel108

zone increases. The high order Fresnel zone must be kept largely free from obstructions to avoid interfering with109

the radio reception. In this case, the propagation of electromagnetic waves is hardly affected by the object, and it110

can be assumed that the EM waves is propagated in the open space. If some parts of Fresnel zone encounter with111

the objects, the EM waves can be occurred the multi-path effect, and it is hard to estimate due to the changeable112

factors depends on conditions. And if the whole of Fresnel zone belong to the objects, almost EM waves signal113

propagates to the receiving antenna by penetrating objects with signal loss. In the water condition, the Fresnel114

zone in underwater has smaller size than air, because the wavelength of EM waves becomes smaller in denser115

medium (λwater ≈ λair/8.8, at 420Mhz, 25◦C).116

3.2. Near field region117

Figure 4. Conceptional diagram of near field region. EM waves suffers the irregular radiation pattern near the
transmitter due to the phase gap between E-field and H-field. Although the objects belong to the near-field of
transmitter, the fields still die off as 1/R, the power density dies off as 1/R2.

Another factor influencing the propagation characteristics of EM waves is the distance from the transmitter
(Fig. 4). Near the transmitter, the radiation pattern of EM waves does not change shape with distance. In the
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immediate vicinity of the transmitter, the EM waves has the reactive near field, which means the E- and H- fields
are out of phase of 90 degrees to each other. The equation for calculating the reactive near field is the following
[15]:

R < 0.62

√
D3

λ
. (10)

where, D denotes the antenna of maximum linear dimension.118

And the radiating near field is the region between the near and far fields. In this region, the reactive fields
are not dominate. However, here the shape of the radiation pattern may vary appreciably with distance. The
equation for calculating the radiating near field is the following:

0.62

√
D3

λ
< R <

2D2

λ
. (11)

Although the objects belong to the near-field of transmitter, the fields still die off as 1/R, the power density119

dies off as 1/R2.120

4. EM Waves Propagation Experiments Near the Objects121

Several experiments were conducted in the water basin to verify the EM waves propagation characteristic122

near the objects. The experiments were (1) the antenna input impedance measurement near the objects to123

check the near-field effects, (2) the RSS measurement near the objects to check the EM waves multi-path effect124

according to the Fresnel zone, and (3) the RSS measurement to check the EM waves penetration loss characteristic125

in side of Fresnel zone.126

4.1. Common experimental environment127

Table 1. Experimental Environment Constants

Property (symbol) Values [unit]

Freshwater

Conductivity (σ ) 0.075 [S/m]

Permeability (µ) 1.2566×10−6 [H/m]

Permittivity (ε) 7.2797×10−10 [F/m]

Wavelength at 420Mhz ( f ) 0.0811 [m]

Refraction index (n) 8.8

Antenna

Antenna gain (GT ,GR) 3[dBi]

Input impedance (Zin) 67.132+ j20.263 [Ω]

Maximum linear dimension (D) 0.315 [m]

Transmitting Power (ST ) 10 [dBm]

Operation frequency ( f ) 420 [MHz]

To check the EM waves interferences, we set up the experiment in underwater test facility in Korea Institute128

of RObot and convergence (KIRO). The test tank is 12m long, 8m wide, and 6m deep. To prevent EM wave129

reflection, the antennas were separated 1.5m away from the wall using an aluminum experimental guide rail and130

were submerged 1.5m. The antennas used in the experiment were dipole antennas with an antenna gain of 3dBi,131

and the transmitting and receiving antennas were installed (Table 1). To ensure proper alignment between the132

antennas, antenna frames were used. The distance between the antennas was measured as the distance between133

the antenna frames using a tapeline and a laser range finder. The medium inside the basin is assumed to be fresh134
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water. EM wave generation and signal reception were carried out with a National Instruments signal generator135

(NI5660SA) and signal analyzer (NI5670SG). The transmitting power was set to 10mW (10 dBm) with 420MHz136

frequency.137

4.2. Input impedance influence near objects138

4.2.1. Condition and procedure139

Figure 5. Schematic diagram of input impedance experiment near the objects.

The experimental environment was configured to check the input impedance influence in the vicinity of140

objects, as shown in Fig. 5. The network analyzer (Agilent Technologies N5230A) measured the input impedance141

of transmitter antenna at 420Mhz according to the distance(height) between transmitter and object. The height142

between the antenna and object was incrementally increased by 0.01m, starting at 0.03m up to 0.5m. A steel143

plate and wood plate (dielectric constant ≈ 2) were used to check the effects of an object.144

4.2.2. Results145

Figure 6. The input impedance versus height.

The input impedance versus distance data was collected, and the results are shown in Fig. 6. The input146

impedance value was clearly increased when the height was less than 2 λ . However, when distance between147

antenna and object was bigger than 2 λ and maximum linear dimension (D), the input impedance value had148

similar to an input impedance in open environment despite it belong to the reactive near field. It estimated that149

water has different near field characteristics with the air because it is lossy medium. Based on this experiment,150

the transmitter installation is recommended to keep a distance at least D and 2 λ from the structures to prevent151

the antenna impedance mismatching and near field effect.152
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4.3. EM waves interference in the Fresnel zone153

4.3.1. Condition and procedure154

Figure 7. Schematic diagram of EM waves interference experiment in the Fresnel zone.

The experimental environment was configured to check the EM waves interference in the Fresnel zone, as155

shown in Fig. 7. The signal analyzer measured the RSS of EM waves at 420Mhz according to the distance and156

height. The height between the antenna and object was incrementally increased by 0.025m, starting at 0.1m up157

to 0.55m. This experiment was repeated three times along to the change of distance between transmitter and158

receiver (R = 1m, 1.5m, and 2m). A steel plate and wood plate were used to check the effects of an object.159

4.3.2. Results160

Figure 8. The RSS of EM waves versus hight and distance.

The RSS value versus distance and height data was collected, and the results are shown in Fig. 8. The161

antennas go away from the object, the RSS value converged to the RSS value in the open environment. The162

change of RSS value showed more prominent as the distance between the two antennas increased, because the163

radius of the Fresnel zone increases as the distance between two antennas increases. The RSS values had large164

unexpected fluctuation with big standard derivation when objects belong to the 1st 2nd Fresnel zone. It estimated165

the multi-path effects of EM waves. However, there had a few RSS change when the height is greater than radius166

of 4th Fresnel zone. Based on this experiment, the straight line between antennas are recommended to keep a167

distance at least 4th Fresnel zone radius from the structures to prevent the unexpected RSS change caused by168

multi-path effect.169
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4.4. Penetration loss by objects170

4.4.1. Condition and procedure171

Figure 9. Schematic diagram of experiments for EM waves penetration effect in the Fresnel zone.

The experimental environment was configured to check the EM waves interference when whole of 4th172

Fresnel zone belong to the objects, as shown in Fig. 9. The signal analyzer measured the RSS of EM waves at173

420Mhz depends on three experiments: (1) change the relative position between object and antennas in direction174

of the EM waves propagation (Fig. 10(a)). (2) Change the distance between antennas at fixed object position175

(Fig. 10(b)).176

4.4.2. Results177

(a) Case 1: Fixed distance with varying relative position (in direction of
propagation)

(b) Case 2: Fixed relative position with varying distance

Figure 10. Experiment results for additional EM waves attenuation due to the penetration effect. Each results
shows a constant EM waves attenuation than open space case regardless of positions and distance between
antennas.

Three experiment results are shown in Fig. 10. These experimental results show that additional power178

attenuation by penetration has almost constant values regardless of the antenna position, distance and object179

relative position.180
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4.5. Conclusion of underwater EM waves interference near objects181

The underwater EM waves interference near objects showed different characteristic with the air condition.182

In particular, the input impedance value had similar to an input impedance in open environment despite it belong183

to the reactive near field, and the RSS of EM waves had a few multi-path effect when the gap of propagation line184

and object is greater than radius of 4th Fresnel zone. It caused that water medium has short wavelength compared185

with air medium at same frequency, and the water medium considered as the lossy medium: the multi-path effects186

become extinct due to the large signal attenuation along to the additional travel distance. On the other hand, the187

additional loss due to the object penetration showed the specific and uniform attenuation characteristic regardless188

of distance and position when whole of 4th Fresnel zone belong to the object. Therefore, the penetration loss189

model along to the object characteristics is considered as EM waves distance-attenuation model in structured190

environments.191

5. Derivation of Underwater Range Sensor Model in Structured Environments192

5.1. EM waves penetration loss model193

Figure 11. Influence factors of EM waves attenuation when EM waves penetrating objects. The penetration
attenuation is affected by object depth and material type.

When an object exists between the transmitter antenna and the receiver antenna, and whole of 4th Fresnel
zone belong to the object, it can be supposed that EM waves have additional loss due to the penetration. This
penetration loss can be described as equation of object depth and object number as shown below as shown in
Fig. 11 [16,17]:

Lob j =βn+ γtm [dB]. (12)

Lob j is intended to capture the additional attenuation due to n object with total object thickness tm = t1 + t2 +194

· · ·+ tn, located between the transmitter and the receiver. The first of the two calibration factors, β , is given in dB195

per object and represents the additional attenuation caused by penetration. The second calibration factor, γ , is196

given in dB per meter and represents the attenuation factor by material.197

By adding the penetration loss model that only considers the penetration into the underwater sensor model198

for EM waves attenuation, the sensor model can estimate the transmitter-receiver separation robustly in an199

structure included environment. Subtracting Eq. (12) from Eq. (6), it results as:200

RSS =−20log10 R−20Rα log10 e+C−βn− γtm. (13)

5.2. Calibration factor experiments201

Two experiments were carried out to develop and verify the improved underwater sensor model. In this202

section, the RSS values in various structure materials were measured to determine the calibration factors β and γ203

depending on the material.204
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Table 2. Calibration Factor Experiment Conditions

n tm[m] Lob j n tm[m] Lob j

1 0.015 2.0906 1 0.02 2.9960

1 0.024 2.9292 1 0.03 3.4173

Wood 2 0.030 4.0958 Stone 2 0.04 6.5826

2 0.039 5.1298 2 0.05 6.9262

2 0.048 5.9621 2 0.06 7.3574

Acrylic

1 0.002 1.3217

Steel

1 0.002 43.4537
1 0.005 2.3662

2 0.007 5.7280
2 0.007 43.5414

2 0.010 6.8202

The calibration factors are determined based on the material of the objects. Because most of the underwater205

structures and the facilities consist of stone, wood and steel, the calibration factor experiment were conducted206

using these materials.207

5.2.1. Condition and procedure208

Figure 12. Schematic diagram of material calibration factor experiments.

The experimental environment is shown in Fig. 13. The object was 1.5m wide, 0.8m long with various209

thickness. The objects were deployed between antennas, and they were hung on two hoists. The distance between210

the nodes was 1m.211

The experiment was performed as follows. First, the RSS values without object Sw/o were measured. And212

then these experiments were repeated according to the various objects and thickness Sw/. The material types213

were wood, stone and steel. When n was greater than 1, the gap between objects was kept a 5mm using support.214

Lobs could be solved using Sw/o subtracted by Sw/. Finally, the β and γ values are calculated using least squares.215

The experiment conditions are shown in Table 3.216

5.3. Experiment Result217

The calibration factors according to the materials is shown in Table 3. In case of dielectric materials such218

as stone and wood, attenuation power Lob j is linearly decreased depending on the object tm. Also, whenever219

object number is increased. In case of steel, since EM waves can not penetrate due to its conductivity, Lsteel was220
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Figure 13. Schematic diagram of localization environment with structure. Anchor nodes were fixed near the edge
of the test bed. The mobile node 1 and 2 estimated the their position using the received signal, and then they
transmitted signal with their own frequency. Mobile node 3 estimated its position using the penetrated signal.

the largest value despite the small thickness. Thus, Lsteel can be considered as another distortion effect such as221

diffraction and reflection, and the effect of other distortions was trivial.222

Table 3. Experiment Result for Calibration Factors

β [dB/n] γ [dB/m]

Wood 0.6332 96.3408

Stone 2.3101 45.1200

Acrylic 1.4211 35.7411

6. Localization Experiment in Environment with Underwater Structures223

The 2D localization experiment in infrastructure-based localization system was performed to verify the224

localization performance for structure environment.225

6.1. Experimental Condition and Procedure226

In order to check the penetration model performance, the mobile node localization was conducted in227

environment with object. The experimental environment was consisted of three anchor nodes (have specified228

localizations, and their position informations are known) and three mobile nodes (has randomized positions, and229

their positions are unknown) with 2.54m long and 2.54m wide square test bed as shown in Fig. 14. The anchor230

nodes were fixed near the edge of the test bed, and their position information was known. The mobile nodes were231

located on the inner area of the test bed, and received signal from anchor nodes. The object was hung on the two232

hoists, and was located almost perpendicular to the mobile nodes. To check the node localization performance,233

all of the nodes were measured using a laser distance measuring instrument. It was assumed the EM waves signal234

becomes weaker due to the penetrating object only, and the object thickness and the material were known.235

The experimental procedure was as follows: in order to verify the sensor model performance for non-object236

environment, the mobile nodes were estimated. The anchor nodes transmitted EM waves with different frequency237

bands, mobile nodes can know the identity of each anchor node. Nodes 1 and 2 received the signals from238

the anchor nodes, and estimated the distance using the sensor model, and then each node estimated theirs239

positions. Next, to verify the sensor model performance for an environment with the structures, mobile node240

3 was estimated. Mobile node 1 and 2 broadcast their own estimated positions on different frequency bands.241

Mobile node 3 received the signals from the two mobile nodes, and then estimated its own position. In order242
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Figure 14. Mobile node localization condition and result

to check the penetration loss model performance, a different sensor model was used. One is the sensor model243

without additional loss factor for objects, the other is the sensor model with additional loss factor.244
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Figure 15. Mobile node localization results
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Table 4. Mobile Node Localization Conditions and Results

Dimension [m]

Mobile node 1 Mobile node 2

Mobile node 3

Mobile node 3 (Wood) Mobile node 3 (Steel)

w/o model w/ model w/o model w/ model

Actual Position [1.0200, 1.4700] [1.2700, 1.2700] [2.5400, 2.5400]

Estimated Position [1.0194, 1.4693] [1.2698, 1.2696] [2.7136, 2.6799] [2.5585, 2.5629] [2.6949, 2.6579] [2.5619, 2.5568]

Maximum Error 0.0038 0.0020 0.2262 0.0322 0.1980 0.0311

Minimum Error 0.0003 0.0001 0.2194 0.0276 0.1913 0.0244

RMS Error 0.0014 0.0008 0.2230 0.0296 0.1947 0.0277

6.2. Localization Result245

The localization results are shown in Fig. 14 and Fig. 15. First, the localization results of mobile node 1246

and 2 were shown in Fig. 15(a) and Fig. 15(b). These figures show good position estimation results, and the247

estimated positions were inside of the covariance ellipse with a small error. It means that the localization result248

had good performance for non-object environments. The localization performances according to the structure249

material are shown in Fig. 15(c) (stone) and Fig. 15(d) (wood). Regardless of using the penetration model, the250

localization results had a gap from actual position. This may be caused by additional distortion of EM waves251

or environmental effect. However, the performance of the sensor with the penetration model is significantly252

improved from that without the penetration loss model. In Table 4, the RMS errors were decreased by 90%.253

7. Conclusion254

In this paper analyzed the characteristic of EM waves propagation in structured environment to identify the255

signal interference by the structure, and suggested the EM waves attenuation model considering the distance and256

penetration loss by the structure.257

The near-field effect and multi-path effect in fresnel zone were considered as factors of influencing the258

propagation characteristics of EM waves. As the results of several experiments, the underwater EM waves259

interference near objects showed different characteristic with the air condition. In particular, the input impedance260

value had similar to an input impedance in open environment despite it belong to the reactive near field, and the261

RSS of EM waves had a few multi-path effect when the gap of propagation line and object is greater than radius262

of 4th Fresnel zone. Also, the additional loss due to the object penetration showed the specific and uniform263

attenuation characteristic regardless of distance and position when whole of 4th Fresnel zone belong to the object.264

Based on the EM waves propagation analysis, the object penetration loss was considered as EM waves265

additional loss model in structured environments. The proposed penetration loss model showed consistent and266

repeatable attenuation estimation capabilities. The underwater localizations in structured environment were267

conducted using proposed sensor model, and the showed the improved position estimation results with low biased268

error.269

In the future, we will conduct more experiments with various materials and conditions, and will find the270

relation between EM waves propagation and object interference. Also we will prepare the structured environments271

localization in real sea condition.272
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